Abstract. We consider finite difference schemes approximating the Dirichlet problem for the Poisson equation. We provide scales of error estimates in discrete Sobolev-like norms assuming that the generalized solution belongs to a nonnegative order Sobolev space.
1. Introduction. Recently, there have been many theoretical advances in constructing finite difference schemes approximating boundary value problems for partial differential equations with generalized solutions belonging to Sobolev spaces. For example, Lazarov [4] presents a finite difference approximation of the Dirichlet problem for the Poisson equation with a generalized solution belonging to the Sobolev space Wk-2 of integer order k = 2, 3 using the so-called Bramble-Hilbert lemma [1] .
Unfortunately, the Bramble-Hilbert lemma is stated only for integer-order Sobolev spaces. Recently, Dupont and Scott [3] gave a constructive proof of this lemma using an averaged Taylor series and extended it to fractional-order Sobolev spaces.
In this paper a basic framework is given which allows the application of the finite difference method in order to approximate generalized solutions belonging to Sobolev spaces Ws-p, 0 < í < 4, 1 < p < co (Theorems 1 and 3). Proofs are based on the Dupont-Scott approximation theorem.
We shall prove a discrete interpolation inequality (Lemma 2) which will enable us to derive several scales of error estimates (Theorems 2 and 4).
For simplicity, the analysis in this paper only deals with the Dirichlet problem for N will stand for the set of nonnegative integers. P'(s/) will denote the set of polynomials in two variables of degree < / over the set sé, for any / e N.
The next lemma is an easy consequence of the Dupont-Scott approximation theorem [3] (the case a = 1, p = 2 follows from the Bramble-Hilbert lemma [1] ). Lemma 1. Suppose s = I + a, where 0 < o < 1 and / e N. Let rj be a bounded linear functional on Ws-p(sé) such that P'(sé) c kernel(rj). There exists a positive constant C (depending on sé\s,p) such that for any u e Ws'p( sé) h(«)l< cHs.p,*?-Remark 1. Lemma 1 also follows from the Tartar lemma [2] . Remark 2. If tj(m) = 0 for some polynomials of degree > /, then an analogous estimate is valid, containing only a part of the seminorm |w| ^(cf. Lazarov [4] , s e JV, p = 2). Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that ß is an open rectangle in R2 with boundary 3Í2, and consider the Dirichlet problem (1) Au= -f in £2, ( 2) u = 0 on 3ß.
By changing variables, we may suppose, without loss of generality, that the rectangle is S2 = (0,tt) x(0,7t).
Throughout the paper we assume that (1) has a unique generalized (distributional) solution in Ws'p(iï), 0<5<4, 1 < p < oo, satisfying (2) in the sense of trace theorems [5] , [8] . |0, ii (-1,1),
Let p = (pj, p2), »»!, v2 g N, x = (x,, x2) g R2, 0" the tensor product of distributions 8V and #" , Gv a distribution defined by c-<*>^tf.(í).
*>0'
and u g 2>'(R2). The operator r" given by 7> = u* G" will be called mollifier. with ijy defined on uh U y/ and equal to zero on y¿,j = 1,2. An easy argument based on the discrete multiplicator techniques [6] shows that
Vh,P,h < CdlViV^iUp,* +||V2V2t)2|Ua Therefore, (8) v1v1r02w + v2v2r20M = -(r22/)(x), x g wa,
M(x) = 0, xgy".
Thus, if the solution of boundary value problem (1), (2) belongs to Ws,p(Q), s > 2/p, 1 < p < oo, we may associate with (1), (2) the finite difference scheme
v(x) = 0, x Error estimates will be given in Section 5. Let us turn to the case when u, the solution of boundary value problem (1), (2), belongs to Ws-p(ti), 0 < s < 1 + 1/p, 1 < p < oo. Define »"■'(0), 0<i < l/p,l <p < oo,
[w. w G ^-'(fi), w = 0on3ñ}, 1/p < s < 1 + 1//7, 1 </> < oo and observe that u g Ws-p(Q), 0 < s < 1 + 1/p, 1 < p < oo. Let ß* = ( -tt, 2w) X ( -77, 2tt). The extension of m by 0 outside ñ is a continuous mapping of W"-p(ü) into Ws-p(ti*), 0 < í < 1 + 1/p, s # 1/p, 1 < /> < oo [5] , [8] . Hence, u >-* u* = odd extension of u is a continuous mapping of ff^^O) into Ws-p(ü*\ 0 < í < 1 + 1/p, s * 1/p, 1 < p < oo. We introduce/* g ®'(ü*) by /* = -Au*.
Whence,
v1v1r13K* + v2v2r3lM*= -(r33/*)(x), x g W/"
(13) (ru«*)(jc) -o, xgYa.
Therefore, if the solution of (1), (2) belongs to W'-p(Q), 0 < s < 1 + 1/p, 5 # 1/p, 1 < p < oo, we may associate with (1), (2) the finite difference scheme (14) Ahv= -(T33f*)(x), xgW;" (15) v(x) = 0, xgY;,.
Error estimates will be given in Section 5. (1), (2), v the solution of the discrete problem (10), (11) and k G {0,1,2). // u G Wsp(ü), 2/p < s < k + 2, 1 < p < oo, the following error estimate holds II" -v\\k,p,h < Chs~k\u\StpM, with a positive constant C independent of h. Moreover, if s > k then finite difference scheme (10), (11) converges in the discrete norm \\ ■ \\k h.
Proof, (a) Let us suppose first that k = 2. By (8)- (11) it follows that the function z = v -u is defined on côh and satisfies (3), (4) with r¡x = u -T02u and r/2 = u -T-,0u. Now, r\j is defined on the grid uh U y¿ and equal to zero on y I, j = 1,2. Thanks to inequality (5), it suffices to estimate \\VjVjVj\\p,h^J = 1,2-We introduce the squares E(ix, i2) = {x = (xx, x2) G R2: (/. -l)h < x7 < (ij + l)h,j =1,2}, £= [t = (tx,t2) G R2: -1 <iy< l,y = l,2}, and the affine mapping x = (jcx, x2) G E(ix, i2) •-» / = (r,, ?2) g £ with xy = iyA + f .*,_/' = 1,2. Let us set w(/) = u(x(t)). Then
viV,hi(íiA,i'2*) =-■-¡t---r i u(i¡h + h, i2h + sh) -2u(i¡h, i2h + sh) + u(ith -h, i2h + sh) hiWp.h < chs\uYp,a, 2/p < s < 2.
By (7) we obtain the desired error estimate. Lemma 2 enables us to derive scales of error estimates.
Theorem 2. Let u be the solution of boundary value problem (1), (2) and v the solution of discrete problem (10), (11). If u G Ws-p(Q), 2/p < s < 2 and 0 < r < 2, or 2/p < 5 < 3 a«d1</-<2, l<p<oo, the following error estimate holds with a positive constant C independent of h. Moreover, if s > r then finite difference scheme (10), (11) converges in the discrete norm \\ ■ \\r h.
Proof. Let us suppose that u belongs to Ws-p(Q), 2/p < s < 2, l<p<oo and 0 < r < 2. We apply Lemma 2 with a = 0, ß = 2 and Theorem 1 to derive the desired estimate.
Likewise, if u belongs to Ws-p(il), 2/p <5<3, l<p<oo and 1 < r < 2, set a = 1 and ß = 2 to conclude the estimate. Let us turn to finite difference scheme (14), (15).
Theorem 3. Let u be the solution of boundary value problem (1), (2), v the solution of discrete problem (14), (15), and k G (0,1}. // u G Ws-p(ti), 0 < s < 1 + 1/p, s * 1/p, 1 < p < co, then ll^n" -»11*.,.* < Ch'~k\u\SyPta, By (6) we conclude the desired estimate, (b) For k = 0 we apply the same technique as in (a).
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We make use of Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 with a = 0, ß = 1 to prove the following theorem. Theorem 4. Let u be the solution of boundary value problem (1), (2) and v the solution of discrete problem (14), (15). // u g Ws-p(û), 0 < s < 1 + 1/p, s # 1/p, 1 < p < oo andO < r < 1, then \\Tnu-P||,,/>.A< C/!s"r|«|J-/J,r2, with a positive constant C independent of h. Moreover, if s ^ r, then finite difference scheme (14), (15) converges in the discrete norm \\ ■ \\r¡Pík-Remark 1. If 1/p < s < 1 + 1/p, then/g W'2-"^) implies u g W''p(Q) [8] .
Furthermore, if 0 < 5 < 1/p then/g E*-2-'^) implies u g Wsp(ü) [5] , [8] . Since Aw* = (A«)* for u g W^^fi), 0 < 5 < 1 + 1/p, T33/* may be calculated from/.
Therefore finite difference scheme (14), (15) 
